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Abbey College

Abbey College staff will
 Start each lesson on Microsoft Teams at the scheduled time
 Take a register of attendance for each lesson

To support my child’s learning I will:


give consent for my child(ren) to participate in the
Microsoft Teams session.



ensure that nobody other than the student and a
parent/carer are present in the room at any time.

 Carry out their lessons in an appropriate location with a
neutral background



ensure no home-based recordings are made of the session.

 Record the lesson for safeguarding purposes



offer support if there are technical difficulties.

 Use professional language at all times



discuss the protocols for students and make sure my child
understands and follows them.

 Remove pupils if they do not follow the protocols or if
theythink there is a safeguarding risk



Contact my child’s form tutor or class teacher if I have any
questions about my child’s learning

I will do my best to:



Attend every lesson and arrive on time



find a quiet space where I can concentrate and pay
attention, with nobody other than a parent/carer
present in the room.



use my school Microsoft account to join the session.



mute my microphone during the lesson unless I have
been invited to speak



only use ‘chat’ to ask questions, respond to questions
and not to have a chat or personal conversations with

 Reward students with spirit points, postcards and
Headteacher’s commedations.

your friends.

 Provide feedback on work submitted at least weekly



use appropriate language at all times

 Always put the safety and welfare of our pupils, staff and
community at the heart of what we do



I will not make any recordings of lessons



Complete all tasks to the best of my ability and upload
my work according to the instructions given to me.

Abbey College
Virtues

This ‘Home-School Agreement’ has been created to
outline our expectations for live learning. These reflect the
high expecations that we have for students when they are
in school and are in place to maximize the learning and
well-being of all students.

Live Remote Learning
Home School Agreement

By allowing your child to join the Microsoft Teams
sessions, you are giving consent and are taking
responsibility for ensuring the protocols are followed. If
the teacher leading the lesson thinks the session is not
safe for students, it will be stopped immediately. If
the teachers believe that the protocols are not
being followed by a student, the student will be
removed from the session.
Please discuss these expectations and protocols with
your child to make sure that they understand them. If,
at any point, your child becomes anxious at the situation
around them and their own well-being or mental health
appear to be affected then please do talk to us as we will
to you.
This will be a different transition but will enable our now
virtual community to slowly begin re-connecting in
person, and what a wonderful thing that will be.

Humility
Intuition
Passion

Thank you for taking the time to read this.
Kind Regards,
A Christoforou
Headteacher
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